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NASA MSRR Project

Our Website has Changed and is in Rebuild Process

Work continues on the rotating sample return deck stage
of our robot. The team has cut
the patterns for the lower deck
and upper deck.

Okay folks, we have hit a little glitch with our website,
theskunkworksatnewringgold.com and .org. It seems that the
folks at Lockheed Martin have a long standing Registered
Trademark to the “Skunk Works” and any similar derivation
of that name. While their legal representatives were very
friendly, they were very adamant that I remove all reference
to the Skunkworks at New Ringgold from the web and by
extension by any other reference moving forward.
So, that being said I have spent a great deal of time trying to
come up with a name that represented what we are trying to
accomplish with the lab and still not tread on anybody else’s
toes out there in the cyber world.

Shown here with the lower
deck, checking the proposed
layout of the sample containers.

I definitely wanted to demonstrate our efforts in training all
ages and levels of people, both males and females in the Art
& Science that is engineering. So STEM (Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics) needed to be a part of the
name.
I also wanted to combine the mysterious process that is the
imagination. I used my own method of creating concepts
and designs, that of waking up in the very early hours of the
morning with clear dreams of new ideas dancing in my head
and reaching for the notebook that I always keep nearby.

It struck me that I should use the term Dreams in the new
labeling for the Lab and there you go! STEM Dreams or in
this case www.stemdreams.com. I have also reserved the
Shown here with the cutout of name www.stemdreams.org so that in the future I can reflect
the upper deck checking out
a portion of the Lab’s purpose to demonstrate its non profit
the tolerances for placing the capabilities more clearly.
electronics inside the frame.
The name of these newsletters has changed to reflect the
overall change in presentation, so while its main title,
“Engineering For A Better Life” has not changed the secondary title has changed to, “STEM Dreams the Lab at New
Ringgold”.
Our mascot, which I have worked so hard to perfect has had
to go as well, so I am open to any ideas that you folks might
have for new mascot and the mascot’s name please drop me
a line at stephen@stemdreams.com with ideas!
Sample Deck in process!
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Dan’s Art Corner

The January weather has
played havoc with our St Joseph Church School class,
with two snow days already
and a third looking very possible, we will have missed
almost a full month of classroom time.

Dan Cameron has been extremely helpful in working
around the Lab and in helping
with the NASA Sample Return
Robotic Competition.

The one class that we did get
in started our module on
Aerospace, in atmosphere.
The kids began by building
paper airplanes, learning
about the four forces of aerodynamics, Lift, Thrust, Drag
and Weight. They also
learned about Bernoulli's Law
of pressures, which aids in the
Lift process.

Understanding the importance
of organic matter is crucial to
success with organic gardening.
Organic matter is a term that
encompasses a wide variety of
living or dead plant and animal
material, ranging from kitchen
wastes and shredded leaves to
well-rotted manure and compost. Here's what adding organic matter to your soil can
do:

Supply nutrients for plants by
providing surfaces where nutrients can be held in reserve in
the soil
 Facilitate better drainage
by loosening soil structure
 Store water in the soil
 Help increase air drainage
Next they started to develop
their own three dimensional
 Increase the activity and
wing built from blocks sanded numbers of soil microorgandown so that the airstream
isms
through which the wings
 Encourage earthworms
move invites the air to move
faster over the top surface of
You can increase your soil's
the wing and slower beneath
organic content by mulching
causing lift.
with organic materials.
When we do get back to work
it will be to finish the wing
and to begin building the fuselage which will connect it to
its tail assembly.

He has hidden depths of artistic talent as well, and has created an interesting piece of art
that he wants to sell if someone wants to own an original
piece of Lab art!

Dan is asking for $200 which
includes shipping and handling: Call:570-386-2392.
Dan is also working on the
signature Lab Mural.

www.organicgardening.com/
learn-and-grow/what-isorganic-gardening
More to come, stay tuned

Attracting Pollinators to Your Garden Using Native Plants

Adult Classes
Classes run on Tuesday and
Thursday nights, 6:00 pm—
8:00 pm or during the day on
Wednesdays 8:00am —
4:00pm. $280/course/person
Autodesk , Microsoft, and
Adobe classes available
Call to reserve your spot!

Pollinators need our help.
Biologists fear several butterfly and bumble bee species
have disappeared from parts
of their range, including the
once common western bumble bee.
Why are pollinators in trouble? It appears that habitat
loss and pesticide poisoning
account for much of the popuPage 2

lation declines. We can do our
part to support pollinators by
creating pollinator friendly
gardens and protecting wildlife habitat
Go Native: Pollinators are
“best” adapted to local, native
plants, which often need less
water than ornamentals.
Bee Showy: Flowers should

bloom in your garden
throughout the growing season. Plant willow, currant,
and Oregon grape for spring
and aster, rabbit brush and
goldenrod for fall flowers.
Bee Patient: It takes time for
native plants to grow and for
pollinators to find your garden, especially if you live far
from wild lands.

* http://www.fs.fed.us/wildflowers/pollinators/documents/AttractingPollinatorsV5.pdf
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My Life: The Story of a Plastic Bag—Continued
I heard a whisper of sound as
I caught the voice of the plastic rings. “I didn’t want to
hurt this bird, but humans
shaped me so that their cans
could fit inside me and they
could carry them around easy.
They should have never just
thrown me away on the beach
and left me there. This poor
bird didn’t have to die. If
they were going to leave me
they could have at least cut
my rings so that the birds
couldn’t catch their heads in
my loops.”
A solemn silence followed as
the rings, the dead bird and I
drifted near each other. Toward evening I felt a tug on
my folds, as if a mighty hand
had grabbed me up and was
dragging me along, but I
could see nothing that would
do that. Suddenly next to me
a mighty swirl of water appeared and a large, silver
looking thing reached up out
of the depths beside me and
swallowed the rings, dead
bird and all and then was
gone. I was alone again.
The tug became stronger and I
could feel a rush of water
passing me carrying me along

faster and faster. I did not
know it then, but later when I
met up with so many of my
fellow plastic bags I was told
that I had become captured by
a mighty ocean current. Apparently the ocean, although
one big body of water had
different parts to it, the part
that had grabbed me was basically a river of water inside
the ocean itself!
Well it was quite a ride let me
tell you! For days and days I
rode that current of water and
I was not alone anymore. As
time passed I became aware
of many voices not all speaking English mind you but
many voices. I was surrounded by my fellow plastic;
there were bags like myself
and plastic pieces of all types.
There were even some heavy
polyethylene tubes that
floated half submerged rolling
around and around. I was
glad that I had learned some
foreign languages from those
bags in the grate because I
could speak to some of those
non-English speaking types.

YOUTH IMMERSION CAMPS
TAKE YOUNG PEOPLE AGES

There were plastics from
Mexico and South America
and they spoke Spanish and
Portuguese. There were
some from the Russian Islands off of Siberia, but I
couldn’t understand them yet.
Still it was fun listening to
them all.

9—16 AND PROVIDES THEM

Our ocean current met up
with other currents and split
and travelled onward. This
joining and splitting really
mixed the languages up because we now had Indian,
Chinese and Japanese plastics
all mixed up with us. Our
journey like any journey came
to an end one very bright
sunny day. The current that I
rode just slowed and stopped
leaving me floating gently on
the surface of the ocean. I
was to learn that we all, my
companions and I were now
in the Pacific Ocean Gyre, an
area where no current moved
and that the winds remained
very still. There are seven
other gyres around the
world’s oceans where the
currents stop and drop trash.

CALL:

WITH TWO SATURDAYS
DEVOTED TO A SINGLE TOPIC
OF ENGINEERING. THIS
REQUIRES KIDS TO WORK IN
A TEAM FORMAT WITH
SOPHISTICATED MODELS
THAT ACTUALLY WORK.
THE CAMPS WILL TAKE PLACE
AT THE SKUNKWORKS AT
NEW RINGGOLD.
TEL. (570)-386-2391
NOVEMBER 15TH
BASIC ROBOTICS
DECEMBER 13TH
AEROSPACE/IN ATMOSPHERE
JANUARY 17TH
NANOTECHNOLOGY
FEBRUARY 21ST & 28TH
BRIDGES & STRUCTURE
THE COST IS ONLY $75 PER
PERSON PER CAMP AND
INCLUDES CATERED LUNCHES.
CALL US AT 570-386-2391
TO REGISTER.
PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED!
MORE CAMPS TO BE
ANNOUNCED KEEP READING
OUR NEWSLETTER!

Mary Anning (1799 – 1847)
In 1811, Mary Anning’s
brother spotted what he
thought was a crocodile skeleton in a seaside cliff near the
family’s Lyme Regis, England, home. He charged his 11
-year-old sister with its recovery, and she eventually dug
out a skull and 60 vertebrae,
selling them to a private collector for £23.
This find was no croc, though,

and was eventually
named Ichthyosaurus, the
“fish-lizard.” Thus began Anning’s long career as a fossil
hunter. In addition to ichthyosaurs, she found long-necked
plesiosaurs, a pterodactyl and
hundreds, possibly thousands,
of other fossils that helped
scientists to draw a picture of
the marine world 200 million
to 140 million years ago during the Jurassic.

She had little formal education and so taught herself
anatomy, geology, paleontology and scientific illustration.
Scientists of the time traveled
from as far away as New
York City to Lyme Regis to
consult and hunt for fossils
with Anning.

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/ten-historic-female-scientists-youshould-know-84028788/?noist=&page=3
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YOUNG MINDS! REAL WORLD PROBLEMS! UNIQUE SOLUTIONS!

T H E W E AT H E R LY I N S T I T U T E F O R R O B OT I C S A N D E N G I N E E R I N G
3320 Summer Valley Road
New Ringgold, PA 17960
570-386-2392
email: stephen@stemdreams.com

We are a Christian Based
Organization. We Believe!

It is the goal of The Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering to create a culture of
Science and Technology in which young people and adults may come to learn and be inspired!
Over the years we have watched as technology has increasingly driven our culture, while the
number of people who are actually taking engineering and technology courses have decreased.
Even more maddening is that this knowledge base has found its way overseas and to other
countries making the United States vulnerable to the whims of a global economy.
W.I.R.E. has taken the challenge up in a small way, bringing young children, young adults and
adults to the class room and exposing them to a wide range of engineering opportunities.

For twenty two years I have operated my for profit company:
KG Projections, Inc. and for the
past ten years The Weatherly
Institute for Robotics and Engineering or W.I.R.E. a PA recognized non-profit.

Changes at STEM Dreams the Lab at New Ringgold

My for profit company has generated most of the monies
needed for my non profit to survive and complete its mission to
teach the children engineering.

We have added Wednesday during the day
as a possible class time so that a once and
done eight hour course can be had in any of
the many software packages that we teach.

Now I have introduced a third
arm, STEM Dreams the Lab at
New Ringgold. While not a
separate company it is the umbrella structure to support my
other two enterprises and will
allow me to open up a research
facility dedicated to creating new
technologies to help in our struggle with a changing climate and
alternative energy strategies.
I intend to share some of these
concepts with you my readers
beginning with the Robotic Bee
program. So please look for further developments in the pages
of this newsletter and those to
follow.
Please consider the donation of a
stereoscopic microscope with
camera mount or the money
($300) to purchase the unit.
Thanks: Stephen Goodale

Thank you to Gary Kistler who did a wonderful job in providing the Lab with two
very functional work benches. They also
look great.

We still have Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 6—8:00 am available for classes
as well. These would be two, two day sessions covering a two week period to get the
required eight hours of training.
Starting February 2, 2015 there will be a full
court press to raise funds for our NASA
team. We need to put together $5,000 to
pay for the team’s registration fee by the
end of March. Our team is one of 28 teams
playing in this year’s competition, quite a
feather in our hat but we need your support.
If you consider donating in any amount we
will place your name or your company’s
name in our Newsletters and on our website.
These are very bright and enthusiastic
young people who are investing in not only
their future but yours as well. As our society gets more and more technically advanced we will need these bright young
minds to understand and deal with that complexity. Always remembering the humanistic lessons learned at the Lab!

